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Computer Vision: A Modern ApproachPrentice Hall, 2002
This extraordinary book gives a uniquely modern view of computer vision. Offering    a general survey of the whole computer vision enterprise along with sufficient    detail for readers to be able to build useful applications, this book is invaluable    in providing a strategic overview of computer vision. With extensive use of    probabalistic...
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Synthetic Fuels Handbook (McGraw-Hill Handbooks)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Capitalize on the Vast Potential of Alternative                         Energy Sources Such as Fuel Cells and Biofuels
   Synthetic Fuels Handbook is a comprehensive guide to the benefits and trade-offs of numerous alternative fuels, presenting expert analyses of the different properties, processes, and performance...
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The Verilog® Hardware Description LanguageSpringer, 2002

	The Verilog language is a hardware description language that provides a means of specifying a digital system at a wide range of levels of abstraction. The language supports the early conceptual stages of design with its behavioral level of abstraction, and the later implementation stages with its structural abstractions. The language includes...
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Understanding Circuits: Learning Problem Solving Using Circuit Analysis (Synthesis Lectures on Electrical Engineering)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2005

	This book/lecture is intended for a college freshman level class in problem solving, where the particular problems deal with electrical and electronic circuits. It can also be used in a junior/senior level class in high school to teach circuit analysis. The basic problem-solving paradigm used in this book is that of resolution of a problem...
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Endocrine Replacement Therapy in Clinical Practice (Contemporary Endocrinology)Humana Press, 2003

	Endocrine Replacement Therapy in Clinical Practice, an update of Hormone Repla- ment Therapy published by Humana Press in 1999, aims to assist the endocrinologist, gynecologist, pediatrician, urologist, general surgeon, neurologist, neurosurgeon, p- chiatrist, generalist, and trainee in management of their patients with hormonal defici- cies...
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Introduction to Reconfigurable Supercomputing (Synthesis Lectures on Computer Architecture)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2010
This book covers technologies, applications, tools, languages, procedures, advantages, and disadvantages of reconfigurable supercomputing using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs). The target audience is the community of users of High Performance Computers (HPC) who may benefit from porting their applications into a reconfigurable...
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Introduction To Digital Signal Processing: Computer Musically SpeakingWorld Scientific Publishing, 2009

	This book offers an introduction to digital signal processing (DSP) with an emphasis on audio signals and computer music. It covers the mathematical foundations of DSP, important DSP theories including sampling, LTI systems, the z-transform, FIR/IIR filters, classic sound synthesis algorithms, various digital effects, topics in time and...
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FreeBSD 6 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
This book teaches the reader everything he/she needs to know in order to use FreeBSD to its full potential. It will show individuals how to use the same FreeBSD power that Yahoo!, the Internet Movie Database, and many other high profile internet sites depend on. Whether someone needs an enterprise class server, a small business server, or a...
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Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine IntelligenceSpringer, 2005
Genetic Programming IV: Routine Human-Competitive Machine Intelligence presents the application of GP to a wide variety of problems involving automated synthesis of controllers, circuits, antennas, genetic networks, and metabolic pathways. The book describes fifteen instances where GP has created an entity that either...
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Articulation and Intelligibility (Synthesis Lectures on Speech and Audio Processing)Morgan Kaufmann, 2005
This lecture is a review of what is known about modeling human speech recognition (HSR). A model is proposed, and data are tested against the model.
There seem to be a large number of theories, or points of view, on how human speech recognition functions, yet few of these theories are comprehensive. What is needed is a set of models that are...
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Programming iOS 7O'Reilly, 2013

	
		If you’re grounded in the basics of Objective-C and Xcode, this practical guide takes you through the components you need for building your own iOS apps. With examples from real apps and programming situations, you’ll learn how to create views, manipulate view controllers, and use iOS frameworks for adding features such...
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Artificial Organic Networks: Artificial Intelligence Based on Carbon NetworksSpringer, 2013

	This monograph describes the synthesis and use of biologically-inspired artificial hydrocarbon networks (AHNs) for approximation models associated with machine learning and a novel computational algorithm with which to exploit them. The reader is first introduced to various kinds of algorithms designed to deal with approximation problems and...
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